Cordis Expansion
Central Plant

Chil-Pak provides packaged chiller plant with
Yorks YMC2 magnetic levitation Chillers
Mark IV Chil-Pak main
system components:
3-450 ton York centrifugal YMC2 chiller
units. Magnetic levitation.

A new packaged central plant takes
advantage of the regional low wet bulb
temperature.
Cordis is a division of Johnson and Johnson, a company that is also
expanding its manufacturing space in Juárez, México. The J&J
engineering team has chosen the new YMC2 magnetic levitation

3 Evapco AT cooling tower with variable
speed fans. Mounted on top of the
packaged chilled water central plant.
3 Armstrong Chilled Water pumps,
4280 series with variable speed ABB
Drives for the 24 F degree loop.
3 Armstrong Condenser Water pumps,
4280 Series with ABB Drives
Square D Electrical power distribution
system.
Optimized with Hartman Loop from
Optimum Energy
Control Package using Honeywell
HC-900 Series
Total Cooling Capacity: 1,350 tons.
All variable system, N+1 Fully
redundant, any pump any chiller any

Flutec LP

chillers with the advantage of its oil-less centrifugal compressor.
The Cordis facility has a significant cooling load all year long
including the winter months where an air-side economizer isn’t
practical due to cleanroom strict particle, temperature and humidity
control. There is a definite advantage of local low wet bulbs where
the YMC2 chiller is able to sustain prolonged time of loading with
condenser water near 55 degrees F making the chiller efficiency near
2.2 kW/ton for many hours.
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Chil-Pak has assembled and integrated all three chillers, electrical gear, chilled water pumps, condenser
water pumps, and cooling towers in a transportable package consisting of just four modules. The system is
a primary-variable flow design. The internal steel superstructure of the Chil-Pak is designed to sustain the
cooling towers above the Chil-Pak. This superstructure is made entirely at the factory including the
catwalk and external piping that connects Chil-Pak components with the cooling towers.

Such a system is assembled at the job site in just three days as seen in the following time-lapse video link:
https://vimeo.com/manage/235173146/general
The Chilpak interior has a condenser-water chemical feed system, CHW fan coils, convenient wallmounted AC unit, and freeze protection heaters. It also has an emergency ventilation system with infrared
refrigerant leak detectors that shall energize the exhaust if needed — all components are wired to the BAS
system.
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